Memorandum on ECAHO Liability Insurance Coverage

Below is a summary of ECAHO’s new liability insurance coverage for ECAHO officials or persons acting in an official capacity on behalf of ECAHO, specifically appointed and sent by ECAHO to an event or a meeting.

The policy of insurance has been issued to ECAHO and is in force from 1st January 2018.

This memorandum will be updated if changes in insurance coverage occur. Please be advised that this information is for general information purposes only.

Notwithstanding any requirement, term and condition of any contract or document with respect to which this memorandum may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein is subject to all the terms, exclusion and conditions of such policies.

We remind you that the liability insurance only covers those officials who are acting “for or on behalf of ECAHO” as stated in the approved schedule of the event or who are acting “in the scope and course of ECAHO’s business” as described in the final approved schedule. Therefore, for example, ECAHO will not insure national officials officiating at ECAHO events or ECAHO officials who have no official function at the particular event.

Liability Insurance:

Insurer: XL Insurance Company SE, London, Zurich Branch
Geographic coverage: Worldwide, including USA and Canada.
Insured persons: ECAHO (directors, officers, employees, trainees, volunteers);
• officials including any other person acting on behalf of ECAHO, including but not limited to judges, DC members, ring stewards.
Activities covered: All activities performed by ECAHO as defined and described in its Constitution.
Description: Insurance covering in particular:
• bodily injury, property damage and consequential financial loss caused to a third party;
• pure financial loss which is not the result of impairment in health of persons or damage to property.

For questions, please contact the ECAHO office: zuzana.slavikova@ecaho.org
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